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ABSTRACT 

Context-awareness allows pervasive computing applications to 

adapt to changeable computing environments. However, contexts, 

the pieces of information that capture the characteristics of envi-

ronments, are often error-prone and inconsistent due to noise. Var-

ious strategies have been proposed to enable automated context in-

consistency resolution. However, they are formulated on different 

assumptions that may not hold in practice. This causes applications 

to be less context-aware to different extents. In this paper, we in-

vestigate such impact and propose our new resolution strategy. We 

conducted experiments to compare our work with major existing 

strategies. The results showed that our strategy is both effective in 

resolving context inconsistencies and promising in its support of 

applications using contexts. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Various technologies, such as wireless connection, sensor network, 

and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), have enabled perva-

sive computing applications to interact with each other contextually 

(e.g., “reachable via wireless connection”, “motion-detectable by a 

sensor”, and “identifiable by RFID signal”). Contexts capture the 

characteristics of computing environments, and applications adapt 

themselves based on contexts to changeable environments. For ex-

ample, a smart phone would vibrate rather than beep in a concert 

hall to avoid disturbing an ongoing performance, but would roar 

loudly in a foot-ball match to draw its user’s attention. Situations, 

such as “in a concert hall” or “during a football match”, are referred 

to as contexts, and the smart phone’s capability of adapting to dif-

ferent environments is referred to as context-awareness. 

Contexts are often noisy [8][14]. Noisy contexts can cause context 

inconsistencies [17], which imply conflictions among contexts, 

when contexts violate predefined constraints derived from applica-

tion requirements. On the other hand, contexts change frequently 

[6] (e.g., new location contexts are continuously produced as peo-

ple move around, and existing temperature readings of a room be-

come obsolete as time passes). Human participation in manually 

resolving context inconsistencies is inefficient and thus infeasible. 

To resolve context inconsistencies automatically, various strategies 

have been proposed in the literature. Bu et al.[1] proposed discard-

ing all contexts relevant to any inconsistency. Chomicki et al. [4] 

suggested discarding the latest inputted event (context) if it causes 

any conflicting actions (inconsistency), or randomly discarding 

some actions. Ranganathan et al. [13] and Insuk et al. [7] attempted 

to follow user preferences or policies to resolve inconsistencies in 
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an application’s situation evaluation. 

Regarding the preceding resolution strategies, we study the follow-

ing research questions: Do existing resolution strategies satisfacto-

rily resolve inconsistent contexts for pervasive computing applica-

tions? Under what assumptions in pervasive computing environ-

ments, can one find a better (reliable), automated resolution strat-

egy? Finally, what are the observations and issues in the search for 

an optimal resolution strategy? 

In this paper, we assume the existence of a middleware infrastruc-

ture that collects contexts from distributed context sources (e.g., 

hardware sensors for location estimation or software programs for 

user action reasoning), and manages these contexts for pervasive 

computing. We study inconsistency resolution strategies as a man-

agement service in the middleware. The rest of this paper is orga-

nized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing resolution strategies 

and analyzes their limitations. Section 3 presents our new resolu-

tion strategy. Section 4 conducts experiments to compare all these 

strategies and evaluate their impact on context-aware applications. 

Section 5 discusses learned lessons and related research issues. Fi-

nally, Section 6 presents related work in recent years and Section 7 

concludes the paper. 

2. INCONSISTENCY RESOLUTION 

STRATEGIES 
In this section, we review and compare existing automated strate-

gies for context inconsistency resolution. 

2.1 Illustrative Example 
Our comparison uses a location tracking application example. In 

pervasive computing, location context has been widely studied and 

used in context-aware applications. Inconsistencies in location con-

texts occur when a person’s location changes in a way violating 

certain consistency constraints [11]. Such constraints check 

whether the person’s location falls into a feasible area (depending 

on whether the person is permitted into this area), or whether the 

person’s location change is too large such that a reasonable velocity 

limit is breached (e.g., a person “jumps” from one floor to another 

in a very short period of time). Suppose that in one application, Pe-

ter walks steadily at an average velocity of v over one period, and 

the application requires that Peter’s walking velocity estimated 

from his location changes should be less than 150% of v. Here, 150% 

is selected for error tolerance. 

Figure 1 shows a segment of Peter’s traversal path with five tracked 

locations, from d1 to d5. They are location contexts calculated 

chronologically by a location tracking application (e.g., Landmarc 

algorithm [12]). Suppose that the dashed curve is the actual path 



Peter walks, which differs from the estimated path composed of 

tracked locations. This is common due to inaccuracy of existing lo-

cation tracking techniques in the literature. 

Suppose that the application specifies a consistency constraint on 

possible changes of location contexts. We first investigate location 

changes formed by adjacent locations. In Figure 1, location d3 seri-

ously deviates from the actual path, and therefore we assume that 

two adjacent location pairs (d2, d3) and (d3, d4) do not satisfy the 

constraint (i.e., Peter’s walking velocity estimated from the two lo-

cation pairs is not within the range of 150%v). As a result, two 

location context inconsistencies are detected and they are illustrated 

by set  in Figure 1. 

2.2 Drop-latest Resolution Strategy 
In the drop-latest resolution strategy [4], the latest context leading 

to an inconsistency would be discarded. This strategy assumes that 

the collection of existing contexts is consistent, and that any new 

context is permitted to enter this collection only if the new context 

does not cause any inconsistency with existing contexts. 

Figure 2 shows two example scenarios using this strategy. In Sce-

nario A (the same as in Figure 1), inconsistency (d2, d3) is detected 

and context d3 is discarded as it is the latest. Since d3 has been dis-

carded, inconsistency (d3, d4) no longer occur. In this case, the strat-

egy correctly discards d3 for Scenario A. However, in Scenario B, 

context d3 is closer to d2 than it is in Scenario A, such that the lo-

cation pair (d2, d3) no longer violate the consistency constraint. As 

a result, the first detected inconsistency becomes (d3, d4), and con-

text d4 instead of d3 is discarded since it is the latest. In this case, 

the result is an incorrect resolution. 

The drop-latest resolution strategy fails in Scenario B because even 

if context d3 does not cause inconsistency with context d1 or d2, it 

may still be incorrect. Determining context d3 immediately to be 

correct (when no inconsistency among contexts d1, d2, d3 is de-

tected) would cause the subsequent inconsistency (d3, d4). Then 

context d4 would be mistakenly discarded since this strategy always 

discards the latest context that causes inconsistency. This result 

suggests that determining a context immediately to be correct or 

incorrect based on existence or non-existence of a single incon-

sistency may not give a desirable resolution. 

2.3 Drop-all Resolution Strategy 
In the drop-all resolution strategy [1], all contexts leading to an in-

consistency are simply discarded. The strategy assumes that all 

contexts relevant to inconsistency are incorrect and thus discards 

all of them for safety. 

Figure 3 shows this strategy’s resolution results for the same two 

scenarios. In Scenario A, inconsistency (d2, d3) is detected and then 

both contexts d2 and d3 are discarded. As a result, inconsistency (d3, 

d4) no longer occur since context d3 has been discarded. Discarding 

context d3 is a correct resolution, but context d2 is lost at the same 

time. In Scenario B, inconsistency (d3, d4) is detected, and then both 

contexts d3 and d4 are discarded. This strategy also causes context 

loss of d4, which is actually correct. 

We observe that the drop-all resolution strategy does not work sat-

isfactorily, because it accepts correct contexts with its overcautious 

nature. This nature makes the strategy tend to discard more con-

texts than necessary. If discarded contexts are important to an ap-

plication, the strategy would seriously impact the application (e.g., 

some key context-aware actions cannot be taken since relevant con-

texts have been discarded). 

The drop-random and user-specified resolution strategies also have 

unreliable results (depending on random choices and user policies). 

We do not give concrete examples here due to page limit. 

3. DROP-BAD RESOLUTION STRATEGY 
In this section, we present our new drop-bad resolution strategy. 

3.1 Example Revisited 
Suppose that one does not resolve detected context inconsistencies 

immediately. Instead, one records the count for every context that 

participates in inconsistency. Then one can obtain a list of count 

values, each of which tells how many inconsistencies a particular 

context has ever participated in. For illustration, we calculate count 

values for the aforementioned Scenarios A and B in Figure 4. In 

Scenario A, two inconsistencies (d2, d3) and (d3, d4) are detected 

without immediate resolution. We observe that context d3 has a 

count value of 2 since d3 participates in both inconsistencies, and 

that contexts d2 and d4 both have a count value of 1 since they par-

ticipate in only one inconsistency each. Other contexts’ count val-

ues are zero since they are not involved in any inconsistency. Count 

values in Scenario B can also be calculated in the same way. 

We observe that in Scenario A, context d3 carries the largest count 

value (2) among all contexts (i.e., d2, d3, d4) relevant to the two 

detected inconsistencies, and that it is actually the incorrect context. 

We conjecture that if a context carries a relatively large count value, 

it tends to be incorrect. In Scenario B, this conjecture still holds: 

context d3 also carries the largest count value (1), but another con-

text d4 happens to have the same count value (1). Since there is only 

one inconsistency (d3, d4) under consideration, one cannot dig out 

more useful information to distinguish contexts d3 and d4. Then, 

what if more inconsistency information is available? 

We now refine the preceding consistency constraint to allow it to 

examine more location pairs, which are not necessarily adjacent. 

d1 d2

d3

d4

d5 = {(d2, d3), (d3, d4)}

Location
contexts

Location
contexts

 

Figure 1. Five example location contexts. 
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Figure 2. Drop-latest resolution strategy. 
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Figure 3. Drop-all resolution strategy. 



That is, it would check whether Peter’s walking velocity estimated 

from location pairs that are separated by one intermediate location, 

such as (d1, d3) and (d2, d4), also satisfies the velocity condition. 

Then, two previous context inconsistencies are still detectable, but 

now more context inconsistencies could be detected. Suppose that 

there are two more inconsistencies (d1, d3) and (d3, d5) in Scenario 

A and one more inconsistency (d3, d5) in Scenario B, as illustrated 

in Figure 5. With all these detected context inconsistencies, we ob-

serve that in both scenarios, context d3 now carries the largest count 

value (4 and 2, respectively), and that d3 is actually the incorrect 

location context we expect to discard. 

This example revisiting makes an interesting observation, which 

serves as the starting point of our new proposal for automated in-

consistency resolution: A context that participates more frequently 

in inconsistencies is likelier to be incorrect. We refer to our new 

proposal as the drop-bad resolution strategy and explain it in detail 

below. 

3.2 Tracked Context Inconsistencies 
Unlike existing resolution strategies that immediately resolve any 

detected context inconsistency, our drop-bad resolution strategy 

would tolerate the inconsistency until any context participating in 

this inconsistency is actually used by an application. This strategy 

keeps track of all context inconsistencies that have been detected 

but not resolved yet. Let C be the set of contexts. The set of the 

tracked context inconsistencies is represented by   ((C)). 

For example,  = {{d3, d4}, {d3, d5}} for the earlier Scenario B in 

Figure 5 represents that two context inconsistencies are detected 

but not resolved yet. The two inconsistencies are caused by context 

pairs (d3, d4) and (d3, d5), respectively. 

Given a set of tracked context inconsistencies, we introduce a 

count function that returns a list of count values. Every count value 

indicates how many inconsistencies a certain context has partici-

pated in. Let N be the set of natural numbers. Function count is 

defined as:   (C  N). For example, when  = {{d3, d4}, {d3, 

d5}}, count() would return {(d3, 2), (d4, 1), (d5, 1)}. 

The set of tracked context inconsistencies is dynamic due to con-

tinual context changes. There are two types of context change. One 

is context addition change, which means that a new context is rec-

ognized and checked by the middleware. The other is context dele-

tion change, which means that an existing context is now being 

used by an application and thus needs a decision on whether it is 

correct or not. We note that context deletion only “removes” a con-

text from the checking of its involved inconsistencies (if any). The 

context is still available until it expires according to its own avail-

able period. We discuss the impact of a context change on the set 

of tracked context inconsistencies below, as shown in Figure 6: 

 When a context addition change occurs, a new context is rec-

ognized and checked against consistency constraints. If the 

context causes any inconsistencies with existing contexts,  is 

added with these newly detected inconsistencies. 

 When a context deletion change occurs, an existing context is 

to be used by an application. Any tracked inconsistency involv-

ing this context (i.e., those inconsistencies this context has par-

ticipated in) needs a resolution on whether this context is cor-

rect or not. These resolved context inconsistencies are then re-

moved from  (i.e., resolved and no need for further tracking). 

Whenever the set  of tracked context inconsistencies changes, the 

return value of the count function would be updated accordingly. 

We explain how to resolve detected context inconsistencies based 

on the count value information in Section 3.3. 

The dynamic maintenance of the set of tracked context inconsist-

encies allows a context inconsistency to be resolved with additional 

count value information, as compared to existing resolution strate-

gies. At the same time, it does not prevent applications from using 

resolved contexts. 

For example, in the earlier Scenario A of Figure 5, context d3 

causes two inconsistencies with contexts d1 and d2, respectively. 

Neither context inconsistency is resolved immediately in the drop-

bad resolution strategy. The strategy does not decide whether con-

text d3 is correct or not until subsequent contexts, d4 and d5, arrive 

and are checked. Then two more context inconsistencies (d3, d4) 

and (d3, d5) are detected, and the strategy decides with more confi-

dence that context d3 is incorrect. 

3.3 Resolution Process 
The resolution process of our drop-bad strategy consists of two 

parts (see Figure 7). The first part handles the case that a new con-

text is recognized by the middleware (i.e., handling the context ad-

dition change). The second part handles the case that a context in-

volved in any tracked context inconsistency is used by an applica-

tion (i.e., handling the context deletion change). 

We explain the resolution process using a context’s life cycle, as 

shown in Figure 8. Each context has one of four states at a time: 

undecided, consistent, bad, or inconsistent. 

When a new context is recognized, its state is initialized to unde-
cided. If the context is irrelevant to any consistency constraint, it 

is directly set to consistent and made immediately available to ap-

plications (Part 1 in Figure 7). This is because no context incon-

sistency would involve this context. Otherwise, the context is 

moved to a buffer for further checking. There are two cases (Part 2 

of Figure 7): 
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Figure 4. Count values for the two scenarios (1). 
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Figure 6. Tracked context inconsistencies. 



 Case 1: The context is used by an application after some 

time. If the count value of this context is the largest among all 

contexts participating in any inconsistency, the context is set to 

inconsistent and then discarded. This is because the context is 

likeliest incorrect according to our earlier observation. Other-

wise, if the “largest count value” condition is not satisfied, then 

the context is set to consistent, because there must be another 

context that carries an even larger count value than this context, 

and this context’s involved inconsistency can be resolved later 

by examining that context. 

 Case 2: The context is affected by other contexts before it is 

used by an application. Here, “affected” means that whether 

this context is inconsistent would be decided earlier than the 

time when this context is used by an application. Let us con-

sider inconsistency (d1, d3) in the earlier Scenario A in Figure 

5. Suppose that when context d1 is used by an application, it 

carries a count value of 1, which is not the largest (since context 

d3 carries a count value of 4). Then, context d1 would be set to 

consistent and can be used by the application. Then how to 

handle inconsistency (d1, d3)? Since it has been decided that 

context d1 is consistent, then context d3, which carries the 

largest count value of 4, should be set to inconsistent to re-

solve this consistency. We use bad to indicate that a context 

should be set to inconsistent and discarded later, when it is 

eventually used by an application. 

Regarding this drop-bad resolution process, a question may arise 

naturally: Why not discard bad contexts (e.g., context d3 in the Sce-

nario A) immediately? We have the following three considerations: 

 State bad means that the concerned context would be discarded 

eventually. Therefore, there is no negative effect by setting the 

context to bad first. 

 Setting a context to bad respects its life cycle because the con-

text has not been used by any application yet. 

 Setting a context to bad first and then inconsistent enables the 

middleware to use the additional time to collect more count 

value information before discarding this context. 

For example, in Scenario A, if one discards context d3 immediately 

at the time when context d1 is used, then the count value infor-

mation about inconsistencies (d3, d4) and (d3, d5) would not be 

available. As a result, the effectiveness of the drop-bad resolution 

strategy could be compromised. Therefore, the notion of “bad con-

text” tends to collect potentially more count value information for 

the drop-bad resolution strategy. 

3.4 Generic Reliability 
We note that our drop-bad resolution strategy is applicable to con-

text inconsistencies caused by different types and numbers of con-

texts (i.e., not only streaming locations or context pairs). In this 

section, we study the reliability of our strategy for generic context 

inconsistencies. We refer to a context as corrupted if it is incorrect 

and should be identified as inconsistent. Otherwise, it is expected. 

Note that whether a particular context is corrupted or expected is 

unknown to any practical resolution strategy in advance. 

From our earlier observation, we have the following two heuristic 

rules: 

 Heuristic Rule 1. A set of expected contexts does not form any 

inconsistency. 

 Heuristic Rule 2. If a set of contexts forms an inconsistency, 

then every corrupted context has a larger count value than that 

of any expected context in this set. 

By Rule 1, we essentially assume that all consistency constraints 

are correct. In other words, there is no false report of context incon-

sistency. Rule 2 formulates our earlier observation by assuming that 

all corrupted contexts tend to participate more frequently in context 

inconsistency than expected contexts. This formulation may be 

stronger than necessary in some cases. So we formulate a relaxed 

version as follows: 

 Heuristic Rule 2'. If a set of contexts forms an inconsistency, 

then at least one corrupted context has a larger count value 

than that of any expected context in this set. 

In our drop-bad resolution strategy, a context inconsistency is re-

solved by discarding some contexts involved in this inconsistency 

until it vanishes. The key question is whether each thus discarded 

context is indeed a corrupted one. The following theorem provides 

a theoretical foundation for this strategy: 

Theorem 1. With the two heuristic rules (1 and 2) holding, the 

drop-bad resolution strategy is always reliable, i.e., each discarded 

context is indeed a corrupted context.  

Since in the strategy, only the contexts carrying the largest count 

values are discarded, these contexts should be corrupted according 

to the relaxed Rule 2'. Therefore, we can further formulate the fol-

lowing theorem: 

Theorem 2. With the two heuristic rules (1 and 2') holding, the 

drop-bad resolution strategy is always reliable, i.e., each discarded 

context is indeed a corrupted context.  

We omit the proofs (see our technical report [18]) of Theorems 1 

and 2 due to page limit. The two theorems explain how our drop-

bad resolution strategy works reliably with generic context incon-

sistencies (not limited to streaming locations or context pairs). The 

strategy’s reliability helps address problems (e.g., incorrect context 
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Figure 7. Drop-bad resolution process. 
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discarding and context loss) encountered in existing inconsistency 

resolution strategies, as we discussed earlier in Section 2. 

One natural question may arise: Is one able to identify all corrupted 

contexts? A user normally does not have sufficient and necessary 

conditions to warrant context consistency for pervasive computing 

applications. This is analogous to the test oracle problem, which 

makes hidden program faults hard to locate. The full treatment for 

a better inconsistency resolution strategy needs further study. 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
We conducted simulated experiments to compare different strate-

gies for context inconsistency resolution in pervasive computing. 

These strategies are all able to resolve context inconsistency auto-

matically. However, are their resolution results desirable for con-

text-aware applications? Is the context-awareness feature of appli-

cations affected during inconsistency resolution? We study these 

questions in this section. 

The experiments extended our preliminary study [20]. In this paper, 

we report our latest comparison results of three strategies, namely, 

drop-latest, drop-all, and our drop-bad resolution strategies. These 

strategies are referred to as D-LAT, D-ALL and D-BAD, respectively. 

For comparison, we also designed an artificial optimal resolution 

strategy (OPT-R), which will be explained later in Section 4.1. We 

conducted a total of 320 groups of experiments, which were evenly 

distributed to the four resolution strategies with a controlled context 

error rate for comparison. 

The purpose of these experiments is to measure how much a reso-

lution strategy can affect the context-awareness feature of an appli-

cation (e.g., adaptive behavior based on contexts). Although there 

is no extensive study on what metrics are most suitable for measur-

ing context-awareness, the use of contexts in applications [1][7] 

and the activation of target situations [6][13][16] are basic issues in 

context-aware computing. Therefore, we select the number of used 

contexts and number of activated situations as the two metrics for 

evaluating context-awareness in our experiments. The former 

measures how many contexts have been actually used by applica-

tions, and the latter measures how many situations have been actu-

ally activated for applications, after context inconsistency resolu-

tion. It can be perceived that any strategy, which discards incon-

sistent contexts and thus changes the contexts accessible to appli-

cations, would certainly affect these two metrics. By comparing 

values of the two metrics under different strategies, we would be 

able to infer the extent of impact on the context-awareness feature 

of applications due to a particular resolution strategy. 

4.1 Experimental Setup 
We explain our experimental settings below. 

Applications, constraints and situations. We selected two appli-

cations that were adapted from Call Forwarding [15] and RFID data 

anomalies [14]. The two applications use location and RFID con-

texts, which are being widely studied in context-aware applications. 

We selected five consistency constraints for detecting context in-

consistencies and three situations to use contexts for each applica-

tion. These consistency constraints and situations were from a study 

we conducted at two universities for collecting user design experi-

ence for context-aware applications [19]. To be representative, we 

selected only those popular constraints and situations. Here, “pop-

ular” means that the selected constraints and situations were de-

signed by most participants (university staffs and graduate students) 

in the study, and therefore they should be easy to think of or widely 

understandable. The selected constraints and situations cover a 

large portion of all constraints and situations collected in the study. 

Here, “Cover” means “identical or semantically equivalent”. The 

coverage is 70.8% and 81.5% for the two applications, respectively. 

Contexts and error rates. Contexts were produced by a client 

thread with a controlled error rate (err_rate) from 10% to 40% with 

a pace of 10%. These rates were designed based on real-life obser-

vations about the RFID error rate from the literature [8][14]. 

Middleware. The experiments were conducted on the Cabot mid-

dleware [16][17] since Cabot supports plug-in context management 

services. An inconsistency resolution module was implemented as 

a plug-in service. This module was invoked whenever Cabot re-

ceived new contexts from the client thread. The module could be 

enabled with either of the four inconsistency resolution strategies, 

as mentioned earlier. 

Hardware and operating system. We used a machine with an In-

tel P4 @1.3GHz CPU and 512MB RAM. The operating system is 

Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP2. The hardware and oper-

ating system in our experiments are common for pervasive compu-

ting middleware and applications. 

Measurements. As mentioned earlier, for comparison purposes, 
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Figure 9. Resolution comparison for the Call Forwarding 

application. 
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Figure 10. Resolution comparison for the RFID data anoma-

lies application. 



we assume the existence of an optimal resolution strategy (OPT-R). 

OPT-R has a specially designed oracle to discard precisely each in-

correct context. Therefore, OPT-R serves as a theoretical upper 

bound of good strategies for context inconsistency resolution. We 

set the metric values (i.e., number of used contexts and number of 

activated situations) reported by OPT-R to 100% as the baseline for 

reference. Then, the metric values reported by other resolution 

strategies (i.e., D-LAT, D-ALL and D-BAD) were normalized to per-

centage values against the reference baseline. The two percentages 

used in our experiments are thus called context use rate (ctx-
UseRate) and situation activation rate (sitActRate), respectively. 

Intuitively, for a context inconsistency resolution strategy, the 

lower its reported percentage value is, the more an application has 

been affected by this strategy in context-awareness. 

4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis 
Figure 9 and Figure 10 compare the four inconsistency resolution 

strategies for the two applications, respectively (top: context use 

rate, bottom: situation activation rate). Every point in the figures is 

associated with a certain strategy (OPT-R, D-BAD, D-LAT or D-ALL) 

and a certain error rate (10%, 20%, 30% or 40%). The result repre-

sented by each point has been averaged over 20 groups of experi-

ments to avoid random error. 

We observe that D-LAT and D-ALL are clearly inferior to other in-

consistency resolution strategies in that they have reduced the con-

text use rate and situation activation rate by about 2040%, as com-

pared to the optimal results reported by OPT-R. D-ALL performs the 

worst since it discarded all contexts involved in any inconsistency 

and quite a few useful contexts became inaccessible to applications. 

This greatly lowers its scores in the context use and situation acti-

vation rates. 

D-BAD performs much better than D-LAT and D-ALL in both metric 

values, but there is still a gap between the scores achieved by D-

BAD and by OPT-R. This shows that focusing on resolving incon-

sistencies by discarding corrupted contexts only cannot provide ad-

equate support for context-aware applications. We give further dis-

cussions and lessons learned later in Section 5. 

The experimental results also show that simple inconsistency reso-

lution strategies (e.g., D-LAT and D-ALL) that are based on their 

built-in heuristics (assumptions) cannot effectively resolve context 

inconsistencies. As suggested by Figure 9 and Figure 10, the as-

sumptions these strategies rely on do not generally hold in perva-

sive computing within a wide range of context error rates. D-BAD 

has used relationships among multiple inconsistencies (in terms of 

count values) to achieve better scores than the other strategies. This 

shows that D-BAD has used better, more reasonable heuristic rules. 

5. DISCUSSIONS 
In this section, we discuss the lessons we learned, further justifica-

tion to our drop-bad resolution strategy and some related research 

issues. 

5.1 Lessons Learned 
The drop-latest and drop-all resolution strategies have built-in se-

lection mechanisms for identifying and discarding certain contexts 

as being corrupted. The selections are based on their inherent as-

sumptions (heuristics) that are simple and static. The experimental 

results show that such strategies do not work satisfactorily, and thus 

suggest that their assumptions may deviate far from what we ob-

served in practical situations. We also find that the existing resolu-

tion strategies aim to resolve context inconsistencies without con-

sidering possible impact on context-awareness applications. While 

these resolution strategies can resolve context inconsistencies, the 

tested applications were seriously affected in the use of contexts 

and activation of situations. 

The drop-bad resolution strategy considers the count value infor-

mation about multiple inconsistencies that occur within a time win-

dow. The strategy favors discarding the contexts that carry the larg-

est count values. This implies that each context the strategy discards 

tends to relate to more inconsistencies, and thus the strategy essen-

tially aims to resolve context inconsistencies with as few discarded 

contexts as possible. Nevertheless, this strategy might be trapped at 

a local optimum. As shown in the experiments, the drop-bad reso-

lution strategy has brought positive results, but still has room for 

improvement. For example, when the tie case comes, i.e., several 

contexts carrying the same maximal count value, one needs to care-

fully examine discarding which particular context among them 

would cause less impact on context-aware applications. Such ex-

amination would potentially bring additional benefits to this strat-

egy. It is part of our ongoing work. 

5.2 Further Justification 
We observe in the experiments that the drop-bad resolution strategy 

has used better heuristics in identifying and discarding incorrect 

contexts than other existing resolution strategies. 

Still, we are also conducting a real-life case study to explore how 

inconsistency resolution strategies would improve the accuracy for 

location tracking algorithms (e.g., Landmarc [12]). Preliminary re-

sults indicate that the drop-bad resolution strategy has high scores 

for location context survival rate (96.5%, for preventing correct lo-

cation contexts from being discarded) and removal precision 

(84.7%, for guaranteeing incorrect location contexts to be discarded) 

[18]. The study also investigated an interesting question: How do 

the heuristic rules discussed in the paper hold in practice? For 

Landmarc experiments, our results show that Rule 1 always held, 

and that Rule 2' (the relaxed version) held in 91.7% cases. We are 

now on the way to further investigate what percentage value is suf-

ficient for guaranteeing satisfactory results from the drop-bad res-

olution strategy. 

5.3 Related Issues 
How does one design correct consistency constraints? Con-

sistency constraints specify necessary properties over contexts for 

applications. Although sufficient conditions for guaranteeing cor-

rectness of all contexts are generally difficult, users are creative in 

identifying necessary properties of contexts that are relevant to their 

interests. Our study [19] shows that users were able to identify good 

consistency constraints, and most of these constraints were similar 

to each other. Selecting such similar constraints for experiments 

makes the experiments representative, as we did in Section 4. Be-

sides, in the literature, identifying consistency constraints for soft-

ware artifacts (e.g., documents, programs, data structures, and class 

diagrams) has been extensively studied [5][11]. Such experience 

also applies to contexts (one type of software artifacts). Finally, the 

correctness of integrating consistency constraints with context-

aware applications is being studied by a metamorphic approach [3]. 

The approach explores the ways of identifying metamorphic rela-

tions to build consistency constraints for applications. 

How does one decide a time window for the drop-bad resolution 

strategy? This is important for the strategy to be applicable to ge-

neric applications. The time window (i.e., period before a context 



is used by applications) can be decided by the context matching 

time in EgoSpaces middleware [9] and LIME middleware [10], or 

the checking-sensitive period in the Cabot middleware [16]. Be-

sides, for RFID applications, a time window (either static or dy-

namic) is already available, usually specified for filtering out unre-

liable RFID data [8][14]. This time window can also be used for the 

drop-bad resolution strategy. In the case where new contexts are 

used immediately by applications, the time window of the drop-bad 

strategy is trivially reduced to zero. Then the strategy would behave 

just as the drop-latest strategy. As a result, the effectiveness of the 

drop-bad resolution strategy would be no worse than those 

achieved by existing resolution strategies. As future work, the study 

of impact of time window on the effectiveness of the drop-bad res-

olution strategy would deserve exploring. 

6. RELATED WORK 
Consistency management of contexts, an important issue in perva-

sive computing, is receiving increasing attention. Some research 

projects focused on application frameworks that support context 

abstraction or queries [9], middleware infrastructures that work for 

device organization or service collaboration [13], or programming 

models that facilitate context-aware computing [10]. New studies 

have been conducted for the detection and resolution of context in-

consistency in pervasive computing. 

Researchers have addressed the context inconsistency problem and 

proposed similar resolution strategies. Bu et al. [1] suggested dis-

carding all conflicting contexts except the latest one, assuming that 

the latest one has the largest reliability. Insuk et al. [7] and our pre-

vious work [16] proposed to resolve context inconsistency by fol-

lowing human choices because they believe that human beings can 

make the best decision. However, human participation can be slow 

and unsuitable for dynamic environments. 

Some studies are not directly related to context inconsistency but 

have addressed similar problems on inconsistent or conflicting soft-

ware artifacts. Capra et al. [2] proposed a sealed-bid auction ap-

proach to resolving conflicts among application profiles. In perva-

sive computing, however, both applications and context generators 

have no idea whether a particular context is corrupted or not. 

Chomicki et al. [4] suggested ignoring an inputted event to avoid 

conflicting actions or randomly discarding some actions to resolve 

a conflict. Demsky et al. [5] required developers’ control in speci-

fying data’s default values and the manner to generate new data 

during data repairing. Nentwich et al. [11] presented a technique to 

generate optional repair actions to resolve document inconsistency, 

but users need to select the best choice. Ranganathan et al. [13] 

suggested setting up rule priorities to follow human preferences. 

All these approaches attempt to resolve inconsistent or conflicting 

software artifacts, but they either require human participation or are 

unsuitable for dynamic pervasive computing environments. 

Our approach follows human intuition. Discarding the contexts that 

participate in most context inconsistencies actually exploits redun-

dancy to identify error. This is similar to some pieces of work that 

use multiple context-detectors (e.g., multiple localization tech-

niques) to mask error in one technique by redundancy. Our ap-

proach is orthogonal to this idea in that it explores and resolves in-

consistencies among different types of contexts, in which errors of 

a single type has been marked. The generic reliability implies that 

our approach applies to different types and numbers of contexts. 

This is also different from context filtering techniques that com-

monly apply to specific applications. 

7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we review several major automated strategies for re-

solving context inconsistency for pervasive computing, where dis-

tributed context sources generate contexts and impact on context-

aware applications. We analyze these strategies’ limitations and 

propose our drop-bad resolution strategy. The experiments show 

that the existing strategies cannot satisfactorily support effective in-

consistency resolution, while our strategy has achieved the best re-

sults among the reviewed strategies. 

Our study is mainly based on a location tracking application be-

cause location contexts have been widely used and studied in ap-

plications and existing literature. The experiments of Call Forward-

ing and RFID data anomalies applications show that our observa-

tions made in the drop-bad resolution strategy are also applicable 

to other applications. However, further real-life investigation is 

needed to study the applicability of our work. 

We have also observed a gap between the results offered by the 

optimal resolution strategy and those reported by the reviewed 

strategies and ours. This shows room for improvement based on our 

drop-bad resolution strategy. For example, applying heuristics to 

context inconsistency resolution should be enhanced with the effort 

of estimating the impact of a certain resolution strategy on applica-

tions and adjusting its resolution action accordingly. 
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